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Abstract 
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The present researh work is of great significance for the scholarship in Russian and Polish literary studies 
in India. It is a universally accepted fact that the phenomena like motherland, love and freedom are the 
three most dominant emotional and conceptual elements both in life and literatures of most people in the 
world. Pushkin and Mickiewicz had been the most popular bards of all these three emotional-philosophical 
ideas in their respective countries. It could not have been otherwise as their motherlands, Russia and 
Poland, were yearning for freedom - one from the internal tyrants and the other from the external ones. 
Both the poets had been  involved in the struggles for liberation of their motherlands. Pushkin served the 
cause with his lyrics, whereas Mickiewicz actively participated in the liberation struggle of Poland. The 
thesis at length analyzes the different manifestations of the concept of motherland in general and it talks 
about images in the poetic works of the Russian poet A.S.Pushkin and the Polish poet A.Mickiewicz. The 
scholar has delved in details into the philosophical and aesthetical content of the phenomenon of 
motherland as obtained in Russian and Polish history, as well as, in the literature of the end of 18th and 
middle of 19th century. The perception of the theme in the poetic works of both the poets and analysis of 
similarities and dissimilarities in treatment of the theme by both the poets in terms of laws of literary 
evolution has also been investigated into in details. 
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